
The Black Moon

Lilith is associated with the new moon. The dark energies of a new moon. Lilith can provide the 
nourishment of darkness. Works of terror and Sinister knowledge. The use of sex magick for calling 
down darkness. And bloody perversion. The ability to cause sleeping humans to have Nightmares and 
night terrors. And with shades of the dead. The impregnation of Lilith by Satan. The sexual union 
symbolizing in essence the birthing of chaos hence the eventual dissolution of the Cosmos. Lilith by 
tradition is known to mate with men whilst on top of them and giving birth to demons. Within the 
context of sexual magick the assumption of those two Godforms and with a resulting child or children 
who would be quite literally chaos spawn. From birth being forces of darkness in the flesh. This 
concept can be expanded into the practice of sex magick by a priest and priestess. The priest assuming 
the role of Satan and the priestess assuming the role of Lilith in general. Undertaking the working 
during a new moon to either create as stated prior the literal spawn of chaos or for a work of destruction
or terror. Orgasm should be delayed and during there should be mutual visualization of the set goal. 
However, this is not a treatise on sex magick itself but for the creation of either a) children who are 
possessed by birth or b) a heterosexual working towards a mutual goal of causing terror, chaos or 
destruction. And for that reason should be undertaken during a new moon. The planet Mars represents 
the male and the planet Venus the female. 

Using the traditional method of mutual visualization by both partners. Vibrating according to tradition 
Agios O Atazoth three times prior to the commencement of the ritual. The ritual must occur on a black 
moon. Consulting Naos here as a guide is not incorrect. Chanting the Diabolus and saying the Satanic 
Our Father prior to the ritual is recommended.

Invoking Lilith you will need parchment paper with the sigil of Lilith written upon it. A black altar 
cloth. A suitable altar. A black mirror. Burn incense to offer to Lilith. Recommended is to praise Lilith 
and her attributes. Stare into the black mirror asking Lilith to come to you. Praise her qualities. Take a 
razor or ritual dagger slit a finger on the left hand and anoint the sigil with blood. The male invokes 
Satan the ritual is much the same except instead of Lilith, Satan is invoked. The Satanic Our Father 
could be employed.

If the work is to be a work of acausal terror then petrichor must be used or for destruction sulphur. 
Incense of hazel or alder respectively could be burned in lieu of this. Black and red candles should be 
the only source of light. It is recommended both participants fast, abstain from sex leading up to the 
ritual, and go without sleep for at least 24 hours. Either the event is visualized by both partners during 
sexual trance or the sigil of Nythra is visualized. During the ritual vibrate “Nythra” reaching a trance-
like state until climax.If the work is the creation of a child possessed by birth the male simply climaxes 
inside the female (obviously!). 

The more Satanic, Sinister or evil the individuals involved and more advanced spiritually then the more
effective the rite.


